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The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Vegan Slow Cooking provides more than 200 slow-cook

vegan, plant-based recipes for every meal of the day, and includes not only soups and stews,

but sandwiches, sides, snacks, appetizers, sauces, and even breads. Although most recipes

are prepared with a slow cooker, some are simply prepared by slow cooking. The opening

chapters introduce the reader to the world of slow cooking with the hows and whys of slow

cooking, as well as intructions for adapting favorite recipes to one's slow cooker.

About the AuthorBeverly Lynn Bennett is an acclaimed vegan chef, baker, cooking instructor,

and author. A vegan for over two decades, Beverly has written an assortment of books on

various aspects of vegan cooking and living, including several in the Complete Idiot's Guide

series. She has also been a regular columnist for VegNews Magazine since 2002.
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IntroductionYou may be hesitant to invest in a slow cooker, but you’ll be so glad you did when

you discover all its advantages. No matter what your lifestyle, you’ll soon appreciate the slow

cooker for what it saves you and gives you, starting with easier meal preparations. All you have

to do is assemble the ingredients in the slow cooker, plug it in, turn it on, and walk away! That’s

right, just walk away!When you use a slow cooker, in most instances, you just fill it and forget it.

Unlike stovetop cooking and oven baking—both of which require your constant attention—slow

cooker cooking does the work all on its own, without requiring you to fret or fuss over it.This

means you can have your slow cooker cooking away while you’re sleeping, at work, running

errands, taking the kids to soccer practice, enjoying a workout at the gym, or even sitting on the

couch watching TV with your feet up. And before you know it, your house will be filled with the

aroma of your home-cooked meal, warm and waiting for you—and not you waiting for it or for

the take-out to arrive.In this book, you’ll find more than 240 vegan slow cooker recipes that will

tantalize your taste buds and provide you with plenty of creative and delicious meal ideas you

can easily create in your very own kitchen. These tasty recipes run the gamut from appetizers

to beverages, from early morning breakfast options to after-dinner desserts. Throughout the

recipe chapters, I show you how, with the help of your slow cooker, you can prepare myriad

culinary creations that will impress everyone seated at your table!How This Book Is

OrganizedThis book is divided into seven parts dedicated to showing you how easy—and

delicious!—vegan slow cooking can be:Part 1, Making Friends with Your Slow Cooker, provides

some essential information you should know about how a slow cooker works, as well as the

various advantages this handy appliance offers, including saving you precious time and money.

I also share invaluable advice for helping you achieve the most success by using a slow cooker

to prepare your meals, and how to convert your favorite recipes into slow cooker recipes.

Finally, I teach you how to use vegan, plant-based ingredients as substitutes for animal-based

ingredients and give you a few suggestions for staples to stock up on to make meal preparation

easier.Part 2, Breakfasts Worth Waking Up For, gives you plenty of breakfast ideas to help you

start your day off right with a homemade breakfast. An entire chapter is devoted to easy, slow-

cooked overnight oats and other hot breakfast bowls, as well as creamy grits. When you’re in

need of a heartier breakfast or brunch ideas, Chapter 4 offers several delicious recipes.Part 3,

Appetizers, Sauces, and More, features recipes for appetizers, snacks, spreads and toppings,

gravy, and both sweet and savory sauces. This part starts with hot and bubbling dips and even

vegan fondue, as well as some amazing appetizers. After that, you’ll find a whole slew of sweet



and savory sauces, fruit and vegetable butters, condiments, and toppings you can use both in

and on top of your favorite recipes.Part 4, Soups, Chilies, and Chowders, showcases these

warm bowlfuls perfect for any season. No matter what you’re in the mood for, whether it be

something light and brothy, smooth and creamy, or packed with beans, veggies, rice, or pasta,

you’ll find these options—and a whole lot more!—in this part. If you’re craving a big bowl of

chunky chowder or a mild or spicy chili, you’ll find it here.Turn to Part 5, Main Attractions, when

you find yourself hankering for a real stick-to-your-ribs meal. Sensational sandwiches, stews,

casseroles, and other main dish recipes you’ll be proud to serve your family and friends are all

here. I also teach you how to make your own meatless meats and use them in filling

sandwiches that will satisfy the hungriest of appetites. You also learn how easy it is to slow

cook some classic stews, family-style casseroles, and other one-pot meals.Part 6, Sensational

Sides, provides plenty of options to round out your lunch or dinner plate with tasty veggie-,

bean-, and grain-based side dishes, as well as some wholesome slow-baked breads.Part 7,

Sweet Endings, continues with your slow cooker schooling by showing you how to transform

your slow cooker into a mini-oven to slow bake some delicious desserts and other sweet treats.

You learn how to make some fantastic fruit-filled sweets, old-fashioned favorites like creamy

and steamed puddings, and cakes that will fit whatever the occasion.In the back of the book,

I’ve included a glossary filled with definitions sprinkled throughout the book as well as some

other technique, item, and equipment terms. Finally, I share some wonderful resources you can

use to further your vegan slow cooker journey.ExtrasThroughout the book, you’ll find sidebars

to guide you along and offer additional information. Here’s what to look for:COOKER

CAVEATTo avoid any problems or pitfalls, be sure to heed the warnings in these

sidebars.DEFINITIONThese mini-dictionaries define terms, ingredients, and techniques you

might not be familiar with.LOW AND SLOWThese helpful hints and tips touch upon certain

facts and ideas presented in the text or that may be useful as you prepare a recipe.SLOW

INTERESTINGRead these sidebars for some interesting information relating to the ingredients,

recipes, or other issues discussed in the book.AcknowledgmentsI would like to thank several

people for all their help and assistance as I wrote this book, including Tom Stevens, Christy

Wagner, Marie Butler-Knight, and the rest of the Alpha Books team who helped bring this book
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information. Use of a term in this book should not be regarded as affecting the validity of any

trademark or service mark.

Part1Making Friends with Your Slow CookerA slow cooker may be very simple in its design and

operation, but this countertop appliance and its slow, low-temperature cooking method, is

capable of helping you achieve concentrated, complex, robust, and full flavors in your finished

dishes. In Chapter 1, you get acquainted with how a slow cooker works, its setting and safety

considerations, and the advantages you get from using one, as well as some advice to help

you decide which size and shape cooker would work best for you.Then, in Chapter 2, you get a

crash course on how to get the most out of your slow cooker, no matter what you’re making,

along with information on adjusting for higher altitudes, converting recipes, and even slow

baking. Finally, I wrap up Part 1 with an overview of the vegan plant-based substitutions you

can use to replace animal-based products, as well as the essentials you should keep stocked

in your kitchen pantry, fridge, and freezer.

Chapter1Slow Cooking 101In This Chapter• The advantages of using a slow cooker• How

slow cookers work• Choosing a slow cooker for you• Slow cooker safetyYou’ve seen them at

garage sales, on the shelves of neighborhood thrift stores, department stores, and kitchen

specialty shops: that countertop appliance with its ceramic stoneware insert and see-through

lid. The slow cooker. These low-tech mechanical marvels have been making mealtime easier

for home cooks for more than 40 years, helping cooks create soups, stews, and one-pot meals.

This beloved appliance continues to attract devotees as a way to easily get tasty, healthy meals

on the table.What’s all the fuss about? Let me ask you a few questions. Do you dislike to cook,

or are you intimidated by it? Do you think cooking is too time-consuming? Do you want to

stretch your food budget further? Do you want to cook healthier, vegan meals for you and your

family? Does your busy schedule have you hitting the drive-thru more often than you’d like?If

you answered “yes” to one or more of these questions, vegan slow cooking is for you. This

unrushed style of cooking will forever change how you go about making a meal.Slow and

Steady CookingIn 1971, the Rival Company introduced the world to the first slow cooker,

affectionately called the Crock-Pot. This revolutionary cooking appliance consisted of a glazed

brown stoneware insert and matching glass lid that was held in an electric heated base with

handles for easy lifting. They were originally available in the infamous 1970s avocado green

and harvest gold colors.That was just the beginning of the slow cooker craze, which is well

deserved for a variety of reasons. Let’s take a look at some of the many benefits of cooking

with slow cookers.Effortless EatingIf you feel like there aren’t enough hours in your day to get

everything done, the slow cooker will soon become your best, multitasking friend. Your slow

cooker and its hands-free approach to cooking makes it easy for you to do two or more things

at once. It’s the handy helper for busy people who want to enjoy good food with minimal

effort.Simply prep a few ingredients on the spot, at night before you go to bed, or in the

morning before heading off to work or taking the kids to school. Load up your slow cooker, turn

it on, and go about your business. When you return hours later, your slow cooker will have

done its magic, and a warm meal will be waiting for you.Energy SavingsSlow cookers not only

save you time, but can also help save money. Compared to the stovetop or oven, slow cookers

use very little electricity, even though they take a little longer to get a meal on the table. Many

experts rate its energy usage as less than that of a 100-watt lightbulb.Because a slow cooker is

such a low-wattage appliance (check the bottom of your appliance for exact wattage), you can

safely leave it turned on for several hours while you’re not home or overnight. What’s more, a



slow cooker is an ideal way to cook during the hot summer months because it doesn’t heat up

your kitchen like an oven would.Less Fat and More FlavorIf you’re watching your weight, you’ll

find the slow cooker ideal for low-fat cooking because there’s no need to use large amounts of

added oil or margarine to prevent foods from sticking or scorching.If you want to go no-fat, it’s

easy, especially if you’re making a soup or chili. When you cook low and slow, you can coax out

a lot more flavor from foods like beans, leafy greens, root vegetables, and pumpkin and

squashes, just to name a few.LOW AND SLOWIt never hurts to cut your consumption of added

fats whenever you can, and when it comes to vegan baked goods, vegetable and fruit purées

often work wonderfully as a replacement for one third to one half of the added oil or margarine

in your recipe. This is one reason why many recipes in this book call for pumpkin purée or

applesauce to bind, moisten, and greatly minimize the need for added oil or

margarine.However, in some instances, a little oil or margarine in the mix greatly enhances

your final creation. For added depth of flavor in your sauce or stew, you may want to use a little

oil for sautéing some ingredients like onions or garlic prior to adding them to the slow cooker.

Or consider adding a dollop of margarine or swirl of oil to give a slight richness to your finished

vegetable or grain dishes. Also, using a little margarine or sunflower oil in your desserts,

breads, and baked goods yields a nice flavor and gives them a nice, moist texture.Easier

EntertainingWhen you’ve got company coming over, let your slow cooker lend a helping hand.

Not only can you prepare your soup or main or side dishes in a slow cooker, but you can also

use it to keep them warm on the buffet or dining table for as long as you need. You can serve

them straight from the slow cooker, which means one less dish to wash later. And for those

times when you’re making a big holiday or Sunday night dinner, you can free up precious

space in your oven or stovetop by making and holding your side dishes or desserts in your

slow cooker instead.Some savvy manufacturers have come up with slow cooker buffet servers

that consist of multiple slow cooker ceramic crock inserts contained within the same heating

base, each with its own separate temperature control so you can heat and hold foods as

desired. Some models have a special hinge that holds the lid open while guests serve

themselves, which means no more annoying water or saucy rings left on your best tablecloth!

Portable PracticalityUnlike many other kitchen appliances, your slow cooker enables you to

easily “make it and take it” from your kitchen to another location, and all you have to do when

you arrive at the party, potluck, or tailgating event is plug it in to keep your food hot for hours.

Also, slow cookers’ relatively small size and multi-purpose capabilities make them ideal for

cooking in college dorms, cozy country cabins, and even RVs.Some manufacturers offer

insulated travel bags that make it easier to take your slow cooker to get-togethers, while

retaining the heat during transport.Slow Cooking SimplifiedA slow cooker, with the aid of its

tight-fitting lid and low and even heat source, is perfectly designed to utilize the moist-heat

methods of cooking, such as braising, poaching, steaming, and stewing. Thanks to the

extremely moist environment within the confines of your slow cooker, you can prepare

mouthwatering soups, stews, casseroles, and vegetable side dishes, as well as breakfast

oatmeal and rice pudding for dessert.You can also use your slow cooker to cook food without

any liquid. In the mood for a baked russet or sweet potato? Forget the oven or microwave, and

use your slow cooker instead. You can even use your slow cooker, rather than your oven, to

slow bake quick or yeast-risen breads and your favorite cobblers, crisps, cakes, and even

cheesecake! (Check out Parts 6 and 7 for recipe ideas.)If you’re using a slow cooker for the

first time, remember “safety first.” Be sure to thoroughly read the user’s manual. Not only will

you find helpful advice, but many include recipe ideas.You should be aware that even though

all slow cookers have the same basic setup, it’s been my experience that cooking times can



vary substantially from model to model. (I discuss this more later in this chapter.)Slow Cooker

SetupNow let’s take a look at the various parts of your slow cooker. Slow cookers are one of

the most uncomplicated kitchen appliances around, and they basically have only four

parts:• See-through lid• Ceramic crock insert• Electrical heating base• Temperature control

knobYou place your recipe ingredients in the ceramic crock insert, put the lid on top, place the

crock in the base (if it’s not already there), and turn the temperature control knob to the proper

setting. Now just walk away and let your slow cooker do its thing!The simple, four-part

assembly of the slow cooker makes it easy to use and clean.Slow cooker lids are typically

made of glass, so be careful when handling and washing them. Some lids even have an added

inner rubber ring to make them more tight-fitting. Some manufacturers have added latches or

bands for locking the lid in place so you can easily and safely transport your slow cooker.The

main cooking vessel, the ceramic crock insert, has a glazed, easy-to-clean finish and is easily

the heaviest and bulkiest part of the appliance. Most ceramic crock inserts are microwave and

oven safe and can be used to bake breads or as a casserole dish as well. They’re also often

dishwasher-safe, and after a brief soaking time, you should be able to easily clean them with

just a little elbow grease.COOKER CAVEATBe sure to follow these slow cooker don’ts: don’t

expose the ceramic crock insert to extreme temperature changes, or it could crack. You can

take it from the fridge to the slow cooker, but not if the base has been preheated. Don’t set a

hot crock in the freezer or cold water to cool it down. Don’t heat the crock on the stovetop.

Don’t immerse the base or cord in water. To clean—be sure it’s unplugged and completely cool

—wipe down the inner and outer surface of the base and cord with a damp sponge and

thoroughly dry. With some careful use, your slow cooker will be your kitchen helper for

years.The ingenious design of the slow cooker’s low-wattage, wrap-around heating coils, which

are cleverly encased within the inner and outer metal walls of the base, provides an indirect

heat source that cooks items without coming into direct contact with the ceramic crock insert.

The coils heat up, which generates heat within the space between the base wall and the

ceramic crock insert. The heat is then transferred to the insert and ultimately heats up its

contents—your dinner! So even when left unattended, your slow-cooked meals will cook more

evenly with little chance of burning or scorching. And because the heating coils stay on

constantly, they gently and evenly heat the ceramic crock insert from both the bottom and

sides, eliminating the need for constant stirring.All slow cookers have the standard settings: off,

low (about 180°F), and high (about 300°F). Some brands also include the handy “keep warm”

setting, perfect for holding foods for extended periods of time.The internal temperature of most

food cooked on low remains just below the boiling point (around 180°F), which makes this

setting ideal for longer cooking times (8 hours or more), like when you’re at work or overnight.

Recipes that like it slow and low include oatmeal or other hot cereals, soups and chilies, and

foods you want to gently steam so they remain overly moist like a breakfast frittata.On high,

your foods cook at a much higher temperature, and as a result, they cook approximately twice

as fast as they would on low. As a general guideline, 1 hour on high is equal to 2 to 21 D2 hours

on low, so if you’re short on time and don’t have 8 hours for your soup to cook on low, crank it

up to high and let it bubble away for 4 or 5 hours instead. High also seems to work best for

achieving a golden brown outer crust on breads, cakes, and other baked goods, as well as for

quickly heating dips.In some instances, you might want to take a tag-team approach by starting

your slow cooker on high for the first 20 to 30 minutes or so to get the cooker up to

temperature quickly and then turn it down to low for the remainder of the cooking time.SLOW

INTERESTINGIf you’re willing to spend a little more, you can get a programmable slow cooker.

You simply program the desired cooking time and temperature, and when it’s done, the



machine will automatically switch to the keep warm setting—handy for those nights when

you’re late getting home.Just like your oven, some slow cooker brands and models run a bit

hotter than others. This is especially true if you’re using a new, larger-size model, which will

cook your food faster than an older slow cooker made in the 1970s or 1980s. The more you

use your slow cooker, the better you’ll be able to assess its temperature accuracy. So consider

the recommended cooking times and temperatures included with each recipe merely as a

suggestion and not a steadfast rule, and adjust cook times to suit your slow cooker.Slow

Cooker Sizes and ShapesAs with many things in life, size and shape do matter, and when it

comes to slow cookers, you’ll have the most success when you use the proper size and shape

cooker for the task at hand. Slow cookers are available in a wide range of volume capacities,

from 1 quart, which is great for serving a small amount of dip, all the way up to 7 quarts, which

will make enough to feed a large crowd. Most sizes come in both round and oval shapes.All the

recipes in this book include suggestions for what size slow cookers to use. Here are the

recommended sizes and their capacity:• Small: 11 D2-, 2-, and 21 D2-quart capacity• Medium: 3-,

31 D2-, 4-, and 41 D2-quart capacity• Large: 5-, 51 D2-, 6-, 61 D2-, and 7-quart capacityThe small, 11 D2-

quart cookers are dandy for making and serving dips, but they’re too small for making soups

and stews, generally holding only enough to generously serve 1 or 2 people. The most

commonly used slow cookers are the medium size, 3- or 4-quart models, which can cook a

batch of stew, beans, or grains enough for feeding 3 or 4 people. If you have a larger family, or

want to make enough for 2 meals, the large 5- or 6-quart capacity might better fit your needs.

The even larger 7-quart capacity slow cookers are for those who like to cook in very large

batches, or enough to feed 8 or more people (or those with very hearty appetites!).In most

instances, the classic, round slow cooker does a fine job of cooking main meals and desserts,

and some medium and large ones can be used to make nice round loaves of bread or cake,

either directly in the ceramic crock insert or in soufflé or circular casserole dishes. Most of the

large, oval slow cookers are also capable of holding the average 8-inch round springform and

cake pans, as well as an 8×4×21 D2-inch loaf pan for baking bread. For recipes that require the

use of a baking pan or casserole dish, insert the empty pan into your ceramic crock insert

before you fill it to ensure it fits properly without touching the lid or sides of the ceramic crock

insert.Which slow cooker is for you depends on your needs and how many people you want to

serve. Like many slow cooker devotees, you may find that having more than one size and

shape covers all your entertaining needs. Once you’ve settled into slow cooking on a regular

basis, you’ll be able to better determine what your needs are.Slow Cooker Food SafetyAs you

now know, even on low, your slow cooker will heat your foods to around 180°F, which is above

what the health department considers the “food danger zone.” But what if something happens

out of your control, like if the power goes out while it’s cooking?COOKER CAVEATFood-borne

bacteria can grow in temperatures from 40°F to 140°F—the range commonly referred to within

the foodservice industry as the “food danger zone.” To prevent food-borne illnesses like

salmonella, heed this advice: keep cold food cold, and hot food hot. Bacteria won’t easily

multiply in the colder temperatures of a refrigerator or freezer, or at temperatures hotter than

140°F, but they do thrive within the food danger zone. To avoid having to discard your slow-

cooked meals, be sure they’re not in the danger zone for more than 1 hour.If it’s near the end

of the cooking time, you should be fine. Don’t lift the lid, and your meal should stay hot for up to

2 hours. If it was in the middle of cooking and the power was only off briefly, you can transfer it

to the stovetop or oven to finish cooking it when the power is restored.However, if the power

went out while you were at work and you’re not sure for how long, forget about it. When in

doubt, throw it out. Trashing some stew is a small price to pay for avoiding digestive



distress.The Least You Need to Know• Using a slow cooker to make your meals saves you

time, money, and energy.• The slow cooker’s brilliant design cooks your food using indirect

heat, allowing it to be left unattended as it prepares delicious meals with little chance of

burning or scorching.• A slow cooker’s low setting is about 180°F, and high is about 300°F. The

option you choose is most often based on your schedule and what you’re preparing.• When

choosing your slow cooker, carefully consider what size and shape best fits your needs—or get

two different sizes so you can slow cook to your heart’s content!

Chapter2Secrets for SuccessIn This Chapter• Helpful advice for using a slow

cooker• Transforming recipes for slow cooking• Slow baking in your slow cooker• Vegan

substitution suggestionsAt first glance, it may seem quite simple to use a slow cooker. All you

have to do is fill it up, plug it in, and turn the knob, right? Basically, yes, but you need to take a

few other things into consideration, especially if you want to slow cook something suitable for

serving to company, like a bread or cake.In this chapter, I share all the secrets for perfect slow

cooker cooking, every time.Tips for Successful Vegan Slow CookingLet’s go over a few

pointers I’ve learned to help you avoid any pitfalls and have greater success with your vegan

slow cooking:For easier cleanup (and as suggested in many recipes), lightly oil the ceramic

crock insert with your favorite oil or vegetable cooking spray before filling it with

ingredients.Unless a recipe states otherwise, cut all vegetables into small, bite-size pieces.

This helps ensure the ingredients will cook evenly.When loading your slow cooker, it’s best to

layer vegetables in order according to which are most dense and take longer to cook, like

potatoes and sweet potatoes, roots, and winter squashes, by placing them at the bottom of the

ceramic crock insert.If you’ve got the time, it’s worth the extra effort to sauté aromatic

vegetables like shallots, onions, carrots, garlic, and bell peppers before adding them to the

slow cooker. This will tremendously boost the flavor of your finished dish.In most instances, you

should thaw frozen vegetables overnight in the refrigerator, or in a colander under running

water, before adding them to the slow cooker. Otherwise, including those frozen ingredients

could slow down the cooking process. However, if you’d like to add a vibrant pop of color to a

nearly finished grain dish or stew, you could throw in some frozen peas or corn during the last

30 minutes of cooking time.For optimal cooking, fill the ceramic crock insert between 1 D2 and 3 D4

full, but no more than 1 inch below the outer rim, especially if cooking on high. Otherwise …

oops! The rapidly simmering contents could easily spill out onto your countertop or worse yet,

burn you when you lift the lid.You can preheat an empty ceramic crock insert for recipes that

use the slow cooker like an oven (when slow baking), and many recipes recommend doing so

while you’re prepping your ingredients. Preheating ensures that the slow cooker is at the

optimal temperature for slow baking, which not only reduces the cooking time, but also helps

you get the most out of your leavening agents when making baked goods.COOKER

CAVEATMany people like to prep their ingredients the night before and chill the loaded-up

ceramic crock insert in the fridge. If you do this, do not place the ceramic crock insert into a

preheated slow cooker because the sudden change of temperature could cause the insert to

crack. Instead, place it in a cold slow cooker and only then turn it on so they’ll slowly warm up

together.Tender vegetables like spinach, pastas, and many grains can easily be overcooked,

so it’s best to add them during the last 30 to 60 minutes of cooking time.Dried herbs and spices

are perfectly fine simmering for long hours at a time, but add fresh herbs at the very end. The

essential oils will be immediately released and will “wake up” the flavor of the finished

dish.Don’t be tempted to peek under the lid during the beginning stages of cooking. By doing

so, you’ll release the built-up heat and steam, which will drop the internal temperature of the



slow cooker. Each time you sneak a peek, you might be adding an extra 20 minutes or more to

your cooking time.If too much liquid remains in the slow cooker at the end of the cooking time,

but the food is to your desired doneness, remove the lid, crank up the temperature to high, and

in less than 30 minutes, the liquid should have evaporated.As a general rule, if you’re short on

time, you can cook many dishes that typically would be cooked on low on high instead, for half

the time, especially those with lots of liquid ingredients. If you’re not in a hurry, opt for low.

Slower cooking often brings out more of the distinct flavors from your ingredients.For safety, the

cord on a slow cooker is rather short, but you can use it with a heavy-duty extension cord that

has a clearly marked electrical rating appropriate for your slow cooker.Beware that during use,

the lid and handles of the ceramic crock insert do get rather hot. To avoid injury, always use

potholders when handling them.When your dish has finished cooking to your desired

preference, remember to turn off the slow cooker and unplug it. The ceramic crock insert will

retain heat, and with the lid on, your food will stay hot for about 2 hours.Slow Cooking at Higher

AltitudesIf you live in the mountains or at altitudes over 3,000 feet above sea level, you

probably already know the higher altitude can make cooking and baking challenging. Slow

cooking is no exception to this rule.At higher altitudes, the air is less compressed, so liquids

boil at lower temperatures and foods take much longer to cook. This is why it’s best to prepare

nearly all recipes on high, even if a recipe recommends low, and save low for keeping foods

warm. On average, most foods will take up to 25 percent longer to cook at higher altitudes. If

you cut your vegetables and fruits into smaller pieces than a recipe suggests, they’ll cook more

quickly.LOW AND SLOWWhen cooking at higher altitudes, you may want to cut back on the

liquid ingredients to compensate for the lower and slower cooking temperature. Start by

decreasing your liquid amount by 2 tablespoons for every 1 cup liquid called for. If you live at a

very high altitude (over 7,000 feet), decrease by 4 tablespoons.Converting Standard Recipes

to Slow Cooker RecipesOnce you start using your slow cooker on a regular basis, you’ll be

amazed at all the things it can do. Eventually, you might want to start experimenting more and

more to see what this baby can really do.One of the first places to start is converting some of

your favorite stovetop or oven-baked recipes to slow cooker recipes. The change isn’t difficult,

but let’s discuss a few things to keep in mind when converting your favorite recipes for

preparation in your slow cooker.Make a Similar SelectionSome dishes are better suited to

being made the slow cooker way than others. First, consider trying out recipes that are typically

simmered in a liquid, like chili, soup, stew, and bean and vegetable side dishes.To make things

easier on yourself when converting these types of recipes to slow cooking mode, look for a

similar recipe in this book and use it as a guide for how to cut and layer your ingredients, the

amount of liquid you’ll need, and suggestions for an approximate cooking time and

temperature.Adjust Your LiquidsWhen using a slow cooker, rather than cooking in a large pot

on your stove, you’ll notice that liquid doesn’t boil away or evaporate out in the same way. This

is mainly due to the fact that the water vapor accumulates and condenses on the slow cooker’s

lid and falls back down into the pot instead of being dispersed into the air.The first time you try

making a converted recipe, drastically cut back on your liquid ingredients to avoid overly watery

dishes. You can start by using only half the amount. If your soup or bean dish comes out too

thick for your liking, you can always thin it out a bit near the end of the cooking time by adding

some additional water or vegetable broth as desired.Season with CareWhen you’re preparing a

dish that will be slow cooking for a long time, it’s best to use dried herbs rather than fresh.

However, the long, slow cooking process can concentrate the flavor of your dried herbs and

spices, and as a result, they may become bitter or overpowering in the final dish. You may want

to start by adding only half the amount you would normally use, or add them during the last



hour of cook time. And again, to fully appreciate the flavor of your fresh herbs, add them only at

the end.LOW AND SLOWWhen it comes to seasonings, you can always add, but you can’t

take away. Adding too much of some seasonings, especially salt, can ruin the flavor of your

food and may even make it unpalatable. So in the initial stages of cooking, it’s better to err on

the lighter side with your seasonings. When your dish is done, give it a taste. If you think it’s a

little bland, you can always add more seasonings.Unless you’re cooking dried beans (see

Chapter 15), you can add salt and black pepper at the beginning of the cooking time. But

again, you might want to go a little light on these and add more later.And lastly, as any good

chef will attest, you should always taste your food before you serve it, which is why in many

recipes you’ll see the recommendation to taste and adjust the seasonings as desired. We all

appreciate flavors differently based on our own individual taste buds and preferences, and

you’ll enjoy your meal more when it’s seasoned to perfection and just the way you like it!

Suggestions for Slow BakingYes, that’s right! You can use your slow cooker for baking—or as I

like to call it, slow baking. The inside of your slow cooker virtually becomes a mini-oven that

can be used for baking some of your favorite breads, cakes, desserts, and other sweet treats.
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less oil and salt there is always something less satisfying in the completed dish. Not so with

the recipes I have tried.  These recipes are easy with suggestions swapping ingredients”

T. A. Grace, “Many happy afternoons!. I checked this book out of the library yesterday, and

before long I was half of a block of post it notes into it. The book had more pages flagged than

unflagged. The solution? Buy it!! I do most of my cooking with the Paprika ap, but I'm not

above using an actual ebook for the job. It is equally good in both formats. All recipes are very

clearly presented. The organization is great. I can't wait to dice up, add liquid and leave the

house!I hadn't before considered that there even COULD BE vegan slow cooking. My kitchen

life, and my afternoons in general (I work in a school and have 2 active teenage children) just

got easier!”

louise A. Ingram, “Book. Had some good recipies”

TripawdMom, “Everything I've made from this book has been fabulous. Delicious and nutritious!

There's nothing like having dinner (or breakfast) ready for you at mealtime. The directions are

clear and easy to follow, and there's not a lot of whacky ingredients I've never heard of before.”

Carole, “Five Stars. great basic vegan recipes”

Magan Rzymek, “Great Must have tool for Vegan Cooking.... Great information on the subject

and it breaks it down so everyone can understand without making you feel stupid! You feel

refreshed and excited to have learned something new after reading this book!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good Book. Good information and arrived quickly”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 31 people have provided feedback.
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